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Abstract

We show that origin independence in finite basis sets for the oscillator strengths

is possibly in any gauge contrary to what is stated in literature. This is proved

from a discussion of the consequences in perturbation theory when the exact

eigenfunctions and eigenvalues to the zeroth order Hamiltonian H0 cannot be

found. We demonstrate that the erroneous conclusion for the lack of gauge origin

independence in the length gauge stems from not transforming the magnetic

terms in the multipole expansion leading to the use of a mixed gauge. Numerical

examples of exact origin dependence are shown.
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1. Introduction

Gauge freedom is a fundamental part of modern physical theories and these

theories allows for a range gauge transformations which changes the potential

but leaves the fields unaltered. For exact solutions of the Hamiltonian the choice

of gauge does not matter, however, once approximations are introduced signif-

icant differences between different gauges can be observed and the choice of

gauge can therefore become imperative. For calculations in atomic and molec-
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